I was sitting in the classroom

tryin' to look intelligently in case the tea-
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She was long and she was lean
She's a middle aged dream.
And that la-

She was long and she was lean
She's a middle aged dream.
And that la-

It's a

and she was lean

It's a

It's a

natural achievement
conquering my home-
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work with her image pounding in my brain.

She's an inspiration for

my graduation and she helps me keep the class-

room sane. Oh teacher I need you
like a little child.

You got something in you to drive a school boy wild.

You gave me education in the lovesick blues.

Help me get straight come out and say teacher I,
tell about my feelings just to let

her know the scene

Focus my attention on some further education in connection with the birds and the bees.

So I'm
sit - tin in the class - room  I'm look-in like a zomb - bie.

I'm a wait - in for the bell to ring _ _

I got John Wayne stan - ces I got Er - rol Flynn ad - ven - ces And it does - n't mean a _ dog -
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gone thing. Oh teacher I need you
like a little child. You've got something
in you to drive a school boy wild. You give me
education in the love sick blues.
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Help me get straight come out and say

Teacher I need you. Whoa - oh - oh - oh - oh - oh - oh - oh

Whoa - oh - oh - oh - oh - oh - oh - oh

Whoa - oh - oh - oh - oh - oh - oh - oh - oh - oh
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Oh teacher I need you like a little child
You've got something in you that drives
a schoolboy wild.
You give me education
in the lovesick blues.
Help me get straight come...
_ out and say teach _ er I, teach _ er I

Teacher I, Teacher I need you, Whoa-oh-oh-oh

Oh-oh-oh-oh Whoa-oh-oh-oh Oh-oh-oh-oh

Whoa-oh-oh-oh Oh-oh-oh-oh Whoa-oh-oh-oh
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